Product News 2015
SONOR LAUNCHES DIY GLOCKENSPIEL KIT

SONOR, proudly celebrating a tradition of 140 years of excellence has announced a new
innovation on the education market: A Do-It-Yourself glockenspiel.
You want to enable your kids to show their craftsmanship skills and have them build up trust
and confidence in their own capabilities? You want to teach them easy songs and note
names in a unique way that allows every student one by one to participate actively?
With the new SONOR Do-it-Yourself Glockenspiel kit you can introduce your children and
students to this valuable experience with ease. The kit includes all necessary materials and
tools for construction: Tailored wood material for the resonator box, wood glue, screws, a
screwdriver and sanding paper as well as tone bars, pins and a tool for installing the pins.
The construction manual enclosed will guide you through the setup procedure and provide
relevant information and interesting facts regarding sound, sustain and sound generation of
glockenspiels. It’s also possible to customize the finish of the resonator box by adding
lacquer or paint and inserting the children's name in a space provided specifically for this to
identify the instrument.
From a music teaching perspective the kit offers a new and innovative way to teach songs
and note names as all of the bars are lacquered with blackboard coating, so by using chalk
pencils, lettering can be removed and renewed as many times as you want. Instead of note
names also other symbols could be written on the bars. There are no bounds to the teacher’s
creativity.
All in all, the glockenspiel kit is the perfect project for any class, as it is a craft project, a
science project, and a music project all in one.
For more information check out the SONOR homepage: www.sonor.com,
https://www.facebook.com/sonor.orff
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